ProductName

SenTURIAN Family

Rapid, reliable well shut-in and disconnection
for subsea certainty and enhanced safety

Challenges encountered during
subsea operations demand certainty
in equipment performance.
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SenTURIAN Family
SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEMS
Today’s offshore operations include longer and more-complex completions,
deeper waters, and ever-changing weather conditions that emphasize the
importance of verifying subsea equipment performance. Accessing deepwater
reserves requires more-effective, less-complicated technology to reduce costs
and increase protection of personnel and the investment.
SenTURIAN Family* subsea landing string electrohydraulic operating systems
deliver reliable subsea verification of equipment installation and well control
with a simplified design for increased offshore operational efficiency—from
exploration and appraisal to development.

SenTURIAN E&A
WELL TEST SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM

SenTURIAN
LARGE-BORE SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM
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The SenTURIAN Family

Efficiency
Designed to operate from floating vessels, compact SenTURIAN Family
systems enhance safety and provide up to 50% rig-time savings during
handling. The systems’ reduced length makes them ideal for operations in
single-activity rigs where derrick height might be an issue. In addition to the
added convenience of a simply configured umbilical, compact assemblies
ease hardware installation and reduce makeup time. Further, their innovative
direct electrohydraulic control lessens the number of lines and reduces the
diameter of the umbilical, minimizing running time.

SenTURIAN E&A
system

Real-time interpretation

The systems are compatible with SenTREE* subsea test tree (SSTT) systems
and downhole equipment. Enabling the SenTURIAN E&A* system with Muzic*
wireless telemetry allows confirming downhole equipment functionality
and monitoring downhole pressure measurements in real time. In addition,
the gauge carrier with pressure and temperature gauges provides instant
feedback on seabed parameters.

SenTREE 3 SSTT

Muzic telemetry

Deploying the SenTURIAN E&A system, SenTREE 3* SSTT, and Muzic telemetry
in the downhole test string allows acquiring crucial downhole data in real time
for more efficient and timely decision making.
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ProductName
Applications

Benefits
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The SenTURIAN Family

Reliability
Extreme weather can appear quickly, and a fast, reliable method of
securing and disconnecting your well is crucial in protecting your people,
the environment, and your investment. In the event of an emergency, an
integrated emergency shutdown (ESD) program allows full control of the
well. SenTURIAN Family systems’ programmable ESD levels allow complete
well isolation and disconnect in less than 15 seconds by using direct
electronic control signals transmitted through the umbilical from surface
to subsea.
Additionally, the systems’ electronic redundancy feature includes fully
redundant electric control of the solenoid valves. The pressure readout
provides multiple pressure transmitter and flowmeter functionality,
allowing triple-point verification of electrical contact, pressure reading,
and flow measurement.

Deepwater operations from a floating vessel require preparedness for a range of emergencies—
including threatening weather or loss of rig position, thruster, or power—that may require
isolating the well and disconnecting the landing string at the SSTT within seconds.
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The solenoid valves in the electrohydraulic operating systems
are operated by electrical signals that allow transferring stored
hydraulic pressure to the desired subsea or downhole function.
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The SenTURIAN Family

Innovation
The SenTURIAN Family systems’ design delivers the optimal balance
between reliability and maintanability without compromising functionality.
The systems are customizable to meet project-specific requirements and
enable full compliance with ISO 13628-7 standards. They are the only
in-riser operating systems certified in accordance with IEC 61508 SIL 2.
This independent third-party certification provides recognized assurance
of system reliability and associated safety benefits.

1

I nterchangeable mandrels enable changes in pressure and tensile ratings
to fit the specifications of your project. A simple switch of mandrels
allows upgrades from 10,000- to 15,000-psi operating pressures and
1,000,000- to 1,200,000-lbf tensile ratings.

2 Pressure-balanced accumulators (PBAs) consist of two cylindrical
	
housings connected by the center hub and end caps. A floating piston
mechanism allows generating accumulated energy.
3 Simplified electrical system with intuitive operator controls eliminates
	
active subsea electronics for safety-critical systems to improve reliability,
operations, and diagnostics. The subsea electronics module (SEM) is
externally mounted on the subsea control module for ease of maintenance
and replacement.

2
1

3

SenTURIAN E&A system.

1
SenTURIAN system.
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Pressure-balanced accumulators
	
Optional electrical system redundancy
and telemetry feedback provide a completely
independent electrical path for control of the
solenoid valves in the subsea control module,
enhancing system reliability. The telemetry
feedback feature allows triple-point verification
of valve actuation. The combination of electrical
contact, pressure reading, and flow measurement
confirms the correct installation and functionality
of installed equipment.
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Exploration and Appraisal

SenTURIAN E&A
WELL TEST SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM
The SenTURIAN E&A system is designed to run with Muzic wireless telemetry and subsea gauge
carriers. This combination enables verifying subsea and downhole equipment functionality and
integrity as well as monitoring downhole pressure and temperature. The system is compatible
with the SenTREE 3 SSTT, which is used for testing exploration and appraisal wells.

SenTREE 3

Reservoir exploration and appraisal can be further optimized by deploying the Quartet* downhole
reservoir test system, which combines four leading technologies into one simplified design that
lets you isolate, control, measure, and sample the reservoir in a single trip.

The SenTREE 3 SSTT is a complementary
subsea safety solution for well test and cleanup
operations from any floating rig. This fieldproven modular system can be configured to
any BOP stack, providing 3.0-in [76.2-mm]
wellbore access and dual-barrier well control.
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SUBSEA TEST TREE
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Development

SenTURIAN
LARGE-BORE SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM
Using the SenTURIAN system with SenTREE 7* completion SSTT allows performing completion,
flow testing, intervention, and other subsea well operations from a floating vessel. The combination
provides reliable, repeatable well control in a wide range of water depths while preventing hydrocarbon
release during controlled and emergency disconnects.
Rated to 15,000 psi and water depths to 15,000 ft, the SenTREE HP* high-pressure completion
SSTT can be used with the SenTURIAN system for reliable well control during completion installation,
well interventions, stimulation and fracture treatments, and abandonment.
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SenTREE 7

COMPLETION SSTT
Rated to 10,000-psi working pressure, the
SenTREE 7 SSTT provides 73/8-in well access,
dual-barrier well control, and appropriate
spacing for each project.

SenTREE HP

HIGH-PRESSURE COMPLETION SSTT
Rated to 15,000 psi, this 63/8-in-ID SSTT is the
solution of choice when reliable, repeatable
well control is required in water depths to
15,000 ft.

Caption Body text dolorit fuga. Cea diandem doluptibus
debit, non eaque quod quae. Agnia soles ex et essitia
dolo ius, simaximodit aut lacio.
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SenTURIAN Family subsea landing string
electrohydraulic operating systems
deliver reliable subsea vertification of
equipment functionality and fast-acting
well control—all with a simplified design
for increased operational efficiency where
and when it matters most.
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With unparalleled efficiency, reliability,
and innovation, SenTURIAN Family
systems help you to reach a better basis
for your decisions, and be certain.
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SenTURIAN Family

SenTURIAN E&A

SenTREE 3

WELL TEST SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM

SUBSEA TEST TREE (SSTT)

SenTURIAN
LARGE-BORE SUBSEA LANDING STRING
ELECTROHYDRAULIC OPERATING SYSTEM

SenTREE 7
COMPLETION SSTT

SenTREE HP
HIGH-PRESSURE COMPLETION SSTT

slb.com/SenTURIAN
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